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a b s t r a c t 

Community Networks (CNs) are grassroots bottom-up initiatives that build local infrastructures, normally 

using Wi-Fi technology, to bring broadband networking in areas with inadequate offer of traditional in- 

frastructures such as ADSL, FTTx or wide-band cellular (LTE, 5G). Albeit they normally operate as access 

networks to the Internet, CNs are ad-hoc networks that evolve based on local requirements and con- 

straints, often including additional local services on top of Internet access. These networks grow in highly 

decentralized manner that radically deviates from the top-down network planning practiced in commer- 

cial mobile networks, depending, on the one hand, on the willingness of people to participate, and, on 

the other hand, on the feasibility of wireless links connecting the houses of potential participants with 

each other. 

In this paper, we present a novel methodology and its implementation into an automated tool, which 

enables the exercise of (light) centralized control to the dynamic and otherwise spontaneous CN growth 

process. The goal of the methodology is influencing the choices to connect a new node to the CN so that 

it can grow with more balance and to a larger size. Input to our methodology are open source resources 

about the physical terrain of the CN deployment area, such as Open Street Map and very detailed (less 

than 1 m resolution) LIDAR-based data about buildings layout and height, as well as technical descriptions 

and pricing data about off-the-shelf networking devices that are made available by manufacturers. Data 

related to demographics can be easily added to refine the environment description. With these data at 

hand, the tool can estimate the technical and economic feasibility of adding new nodes to the CN and 

actively assist new CN users in selecting proper equipment and CN node(s) to connect with to improve 

the CN scalability. 

We test our methodology in four different areas representing standard territorial characterization cat- 

egories: urban, suburban, intermediate, and rural. In all four cases our tool shows that CNs scale to much 

larger size using the assisted, network-aware methodology when compared with de facto practices. Re- 

sults also show that the CNs deployed with the assisted methodology are more balanced and have a 

lower per-node cost for the same per-node guaranteed bandwidth. Moreover, this is achieved with fewer 

devices per node, which means that the network is cheaper to build and easier to maintain. 

© 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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. Introduction 

Community Networks (CNs) are grassroots bottom up networks

ften built as 802.11-based Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs). CNs

re flourishing in Europe and grow in many different environments

orldwide, their “preferred” ecosystem being areas where, what-

ver the reason, standard telecommunication infrastructures do not

ork properly. Often, these are areas of “market failure,” i.e., areas
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where commercial operators deem it non-profitable to invest in 

1 .

CNs also flourish in places with fervent cultural life, where peo-

ple share strong community links and/or social/political ideals, and

invest into a local infrastructure that can bestow on the commu-

nity much more than the standard Internet in terms of digital di-

vide reduction, rich and non-commercial services, and local econ-

omy support. It is now acknowledged that, even if they sometimes

fail, CNs form an integral part of the global Internet. As such, they

should be nurtured by the regulatory system and policy makers,

because when they have success, they serve as a catalyst for the

socio-economic development and well being of their region 

2 . 

A CN is typically launched thanks to the initiative of a small

group of people, whose motives may range all the way from en-

thusiasm about technology and do-it-yourself practices to social

activism and political causes [2] . The group members invest per-

sonal resources (effort, time, money) to set up a first small set of

network nodes that ensure connectivity to the rest of the Inter-

net or can support the provision of local services. This initial burst

of activity normally gives rise to a network of a few nodes and a

topology that is mainly determined by the location of the group

members’ homes. Over a second longer phase, the network grows

thanks to the addition of nodes by people who join the network

and become members of the community. The network growth dur-

ing this second phase is a distributed process with a strong crowd-

sourcing flavor that clearly distinguishes it from the top-down

planning practised in conventional communication networks. The

existing network nodes that become points of network attachment

for new nodes that join the CN are typically determined locally

and heuristically , depending on the node geo-location, the CN cov-

erage in the area, as well as the availability and cost of proper

hardware devices. Since the cost of the added node is normally

sustained by the new CN member, the decision tends to be my-

opic and “greedy,” in that it only seeks to reduce the cost the new

member incurs. 

These local decisions, however, do shape the process of network

evolution. They determine the main global properties of the result-

ing network topology, such as the average length of the shortest

paths to the Internet gateway(s), the robustness of the network to

topology failures, as well as the distribution of its overall capac-

ity and traffic load across its nodes and links. Hence, they strongly

influence the network performance and dictate the overall cost of

the developed infrastructure. 

The empirical analysis of CN topologies that evolve guided by

fully decentralized decisions, without any central coordination or

intervention, has provided evidence of pathologies and emergent

risks. These include high dependence (in terms of connectivity and

routing functionality) on a single or a few nodes, which may turn

to single points of failure for the CN (if, for some reason, their

owners lose interest in the CN or move to another place), and large

differences in routes and speeds connecting end users to the Inter-

net [3–5] . 

A key question arising in this context is whether it is possible

to intervene in the CN growth process in order to steer its topol-

ogy towards patterns that better serve its robustness and sustain-

ability. Note that this question is distinctly different than the one

faced by commercial network operators who plan their network as

a top-down process. The CN infrastructure develops sequentially,

in response to the time series of “join” events by end users, and
1 A condition that, according to ITU [1] , applies to roughly 50% of the world pop- 

ulation, and there is not indication that this figure is actually decreasing. 
2 For additional information on CNs, their diffusion in the world, their size and 

characteristics see the web page of the netCommons project; in particular, re- 

fer to Deliverable 1.2 “Report on the Existing CNs and their Organization,” and 

Deliverable 1.4 “Report on the Governance Instruments and their Application to 

CNs.”

f  

i  

e  

d  
here is no control over these events, i.e., where new nodes are to

e installed. The remaining issue, then, is to what extent one can

nfluence how these nodes are added, i.e., how they connect to the

N. This can only be obtained by influencing or constraining the

ocal choices of the new users when they set up their own nodes. 

The first contribution of our work consists in showing that sim-

le algorithms can drive these local decisions and lead to dras-

ic network performance improvements. We formulate the problem

apping it to the max-min fair routing problem (e.g., [6,7] ) and

ropose a greedy heuristic to solve it. We show that this greedy

euristic, bringing a network-wide view into the CN evolution pro-

ess, helps the CN scale up to several hundreds of nodes and 2–3

imes the size it would grow when the addition of the nodes is

riven only by the new member’s cost minimization. 

The second contribution of this work, which serves as an en-

bler for the first contribution, is a tool that can simulate and as-

ess growth strategies of a CN exploiting (very) detailed topological

escriptions of the CN deployment area and economic and techno-

ogical constraints to set up the CN nodes. The topological descrip-

ion leverages open source data from OpenStreetMap 

3 and LIDAR-

ased estimates of building heights with an horizontal and vertical

recision better than 1 m, and feed appropriate propagation mod-

ls to infer the availability and quality of wireless links between

airs of CN nodes. Results with this tool are obtained for four areas

ith different population density and topological features, which

re representative of four classes of the regions’ territorial char-

cterization of the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation

nd Development). 4 

The source code of this tool is published as an open source

roject and it is available on-line. 5 We highlight that the tool can

e used in two main different ways. The first one, hinted above,

s planning tool to help the management of a CN taking informed

nd rational decisions on the network expansion. The second one,

aybe even more interesting, and in line with how we use it in

his paper, is as a feasibility analyzer: Given an area or region,

hat is the potential to build a CN? And what is the probability

hat the CN can grow up to a sustainable dimension? 

. Background and system model 

The deployment of CNs is a participatory and evolutionary pro-

ess. The network grows over time as new users join the Commu-

ity Network and new nodes are added to existing ones. 

.1. CN node and installation cost budget 

In a CN, as well as in our simulator, a “node” is an installa-

ion of a wireless mesh node and includes an indoor part and

n outdoor part. The former is a wireless router, which is config-

red to redistribute Internet access in the user’s house and per-

orm IP routing. The latter is a composition of various elements,

ome of which generate a fixed cost and some a variable cost. The

xed cost counts a metallic pole needed to elevate the wireless de-

ices a few meters above the roof level. We consider a maximum

eight of 4 m for such a pole when mounted on a standard CN

ode, whereas this height may go up to 10 m for gateway nodes,

hich attach to the Internet. Another cost item is the cable (gener-

lly one Ethernet cable, or one Ethernet plus power cable), which

eeds the outdoor devices with power and connects them to the

ndoor devices. On the roof, one can place a PoE (Power over Eth-

rnet) switch, which splits power and data to a number of out-

oor wireless devices (“devices” for brevity). These devices make
3 See https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/API _ v0.6 . 
4 See the OECD OECD web site for further details. 
5 See https://github.com/AdvancedNetworkingSystems/TerrainAnalysis . 

https://netcommons.eu
https://netcommons.eu/?q=content/report-existing-cns-and-their-organization-v2
https://netcommons.eu/?q=content/report-governance-instruments-and-their-application-cns-v2
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/API_v0.6
https://www.oecd.org/
https://github.com/AdvancedNetworkingSystems/TerrainAnalysis
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Fig. 1. The components of a wireless mesh node. 
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p the variable part of the cost. The maximum number of devices

er node (gateway) is set to four (ten), which is a reasonable num-

er given the power consumption and the physical space available

n the pole. 

We set the fixed cost to 200 €, a somewhat arbitrary number

hat changes from one country/location to another, but which is

easonable from the experience we have in Italy, Spain and other

U countries. Being constant its impact on the results is marginal.

he variable cost depends on the number and the type of devices

ccording to the prices we collected from websites of wireless de-

ice re-sellers (see Table 1 ). Different CNs may use different node

esigns; the one we propose, and its implications on the cost,

raws on the hands-on experience the authors had with existing

Ns ( Fig. 1 ). 

.2. Actors and roles 

There are typically two main actors in Community Networks.

he first one is the small group of people who lead the initiative

nd set up the first wireless nodes. More often than not, they re-

ain involved in the CN, undertaking a major role in its mainte-

ance and management. The need to interact with external enti-

ies (e.g., municipalities, policy makers, regulating authorities) mo-

ivates the organization into various types of legal entities, varying

rom associations and cooperatives to non-profit (or, rarely, small

or-profit) ISPs. We refer to the legal entity managing the CN as

he CN Operator (CNO), regardless of its legal status. 

The second main actor in CNs are the end users who join the

etwork by contributing their own equipment, money and effort.

t the same time, through the nodes they add, they expand the ge-

graphic coverage of the CN, making it accessible to more people.

his participatory network deployment process challenges sustain-

bility in several ways, whether this is approached from techno-

conomical only or a broader socio-political point of view [2] . In

his paper, we are concerned with the first aspect. In particular,

e focus on the challenge of maintaining a sustainable network

opology as the CN scales up with the addition of new users. Since

Ns grow bottom-up in response to community interest in them,
nd users have a direct impact on the CN topology and coverage,

s these evolve over months and years. 

The new node installation process is often in the hands of, or

t least assisted by, the CNO team. Therefore, the CNO could give

ecommendations or even constraints to the users on which node

o connect to, or which device to use. It may also request a user to

dd a new device to his/her node. However, it can not realistically

rigger a set of coordinated changes on many nodes to strongly

odify the network topology. 

.3. CN deployment: an evolutionary participatory process 

The deployment of a CN starts with a small number of nodes,

hen grows based on end-user requests. 

.3.1. Set-up of the first CN nodes by the CNO 

Generally, the CNO deploys an initial set of wireless nodes N 0 .

he location of these nodes coincides with the houses/residences

f the CNO team members or friends of theirs. Their selection

ay be optimized to maximize the aggregate geographic cover-

ge. Among these nodes there is one or more CN gateway(s) at-

ached to the Internet with a broadband connection. The set-up

f these nodes yields an original CN topology graph G 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) ,

ith | V 0 | = N 0 . In this work, without loss of generality, we assume

hat N 0 = 1 . We also assume that the gateway has sufficient up-

ink capacity for the whole network; hence, in general, this is not

 standard ADSL connection but an appropriate gateway set up by

he CNO with traditional operators or even directly in an Internet

xchange. 

.3.2. Evolutionary growth of the CN and CNO interventions 

The second and main phase in the CN growth process is driven

y potential community members who submit requests to join the

N. In doing so, the users incur a cost C n to set up a node at their

ome. On the other hand, the deployment of a new node n also

mplies a cost C n,l for setting up the peer point for the link l at the

oint of attachment to the CN. This cost is closely related to the

ardware chosen for the node, which in turns depends on the dis-

ance and the quality of link l . For example, a cheaper device with

maller wireless range might suffice for attaching to the closest

ode, whereas a more expensive device with higher range would

e needed to reach a more distant one, which may lie closer to the

nternet gateway. 

Several criteria may apply when choosing the point of attach-

ent to the CN. If this choice is not subject to some form of con-

rol/regulation on the CNO side, a new user might end up connect-

ng to the CN node that can be received most powerfully and/or

ies closer to the user. This is a selfish choice that myopically tries

o maximize the quality of the local radio connection and mini-

ize the cost incurred by the user (cost of purchased device). In

ur approach, we let the CNO intervene in this choice by choosing

he point of attachment to the CN among the available alternatives.

Any time a new node is added to the CN, the CNO tries to en-

ure that, after the new addition, all CN nodes can obtain a mini-

um acceptable share of the network capacity. The CNO may ter-

inate the CN growth process if it figures out that the addition of

ew nodes results in unacceptable network performance degrada-

ion. 

Once they enter the network, users may pay a recurring fee

o contribute to the Internet interconnection and network main-

enance costs, i.e., the CN Operating Expenditure (OPEX). In this

aper we are interested in how much such a network can grow,

nd how much it can cost, so we limit our analysis to the Capital

xpenditure, i.e., the initial cost to deploy the CN infrastructure, as-

uming that OPEX remains balanced and it is generally small being

Ns participatory enterprises. 
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6 See for instance the Batman-adv multi-link optimization https://www. 

open- mesh.org/projects/batman- adv/wiki/Network- wide- multi- link- optimization . 
3. Controlling the CN growth process 

Consider the onset a CN beginning at time t 0 , when the first CN

nodes are set up by the CNO. Among the present nodes there is a

gateway g . We would like to track the evolution of the CN up to

the time T , when the CNO terminates the CN growth process be-

cause the minimum per-node bandwidth R min toward the Internet

falls below a given threshold, say R thr , for a fraction of nodes p . 

3.1. Problem formulation 

Requests for the addition of new nodes to the CN come at ran-

dom times { t j } , t j ∈ [0 , T ] , j ∈ N , with N the set of users who

eventually submit a request to join the CN. This set is bounded by

the number of potential users (typically buildings in the area), but

can be larger than the actual number of nodes when the CN ter-

minate its growth, as not all join requests might be fulfilled. 

Every time a new end user pose a request to add node n at

time t n , the following actions are completed. 

• The CNO checks that node n can be connected to one of the

CN nodes that lie within its range. Call L n the set of links that

identify nodes reachable by n , each with different worst-case

rates depending on the link quality (distance and propagation

environment), the used devices installed, and the current CN

topology. 

• If n cannot be connected to the network, it is added to a list V c 

of candidate nodes. When another new node m is added to the

network the CNO will check if any of the candidate nodes can

be added through m . 

• If the node n is connected, normally with a single device to

begin with, it becomes a point of attachment for more nodes

that could join the network (in this case probably adding to

n more devices, up to the limit of four we have defined in

Section 2.3.2 ), either those in the candidate list, or additional,

currently unknown, nodes. 

• For every new node added, the CNO incurs a cost C n,l that de-

pends on the kind and number of devices necessary to setup

the link l ∈ L n selected. The node feeds the network with its

traffic demand, which has to be served by the network, possi-

bly reducing the available bandwidth for the demands of other

users. 

• The CNO checks whether the preset performance target R thr is

not preserved for a fraction p of nodes after the addition of

the new node. If not, the network evolution stops. In practice,

upon such events, the CNO would need to revisit the CN topol-

ogy and consider upgrades that could allow more users to join

the CN. However, to set a concrete context for comparing our

approach to alternatives, we consider the evolution of the CN

topology up to the time T that the performance criterion is vi-

olated for first time, halting the further addition of nodes. 

The evaluation of the minimum bandwidth R min available for

any node is a non trivial task, and it depends on the actual routing

protocol adopted by the CNO, as we describe in the next section. 

3.2. Estimation of network growth 

Ideally, the CNO would like to coordinate the choice of new

links so that its growth stopping time T is as high as possible;

namely, the CN can scale up to the maximum possible size while

providing all nodes with a minimum worst-case throughput. With

reference to the sequence of join request times { t j }, this is es-

sentially a dynamic optimization problem. However, without prior

knowledge, even probabilistic, about the sequence of new user join

requests, finding the optimal link addition policy that maximizes T

is practically impossible. 
In the absence of any knowledge about the sequence of join

vents, a plausible approach to the optimization problem is a pro-

edure that any time a new user joins the CN, the CNO chooses

he link that maximizes the worst-case per node throughput given

he topology of the CN at time t . 

More specifically, let G t = (V t , E t ) be the directed graph de-

cribing the CN topology at time t = t n , when the request to

dd node n arrives, and L n the links that are feasible between

 and CN nodes n ′ ∈ V n within its useful range, i.e., its potential

eighbors. For each link l ∈ L n , the CNO hypothetically constructs

he topology G t (l) = (V t ∪ n, E t ∪ l) and computes the best mini-

um worst-case rate R min (l) that can be made available across all

odes i ∈ V t ∪ n . To find this, it could solve an instance of the max-

in fair routing problem with unsplittable demands [6,7] over

he G t ( l ) graph, which features one source (gateway node) and

any sinks (all other CN nodes). The problem solution would

ield an approximately-optimal routing configuration, i.e., single-

ath routes from the gateway to all CN nodes, that maximizes the

inimum worst-case throughput across all feasible routing config-

rations. 

The CNO would then pick up the link l n that results in the high-

st value of R min (l) across all links l ∈ L n : 

 n = argmax 
l∈L n 

( R min (l) ) (1)

s the one to set up between n and the CN. 

In practice, several factors undermine the practical relevance of

uch a systematic approach. First, the radio interference considera-

ions in the wireless multihop setting of a CN add significant extra

omplexity (see for instance [8] ) to the already NP-hard max-min

air routing problem. The use of directional links may weaken but

ot fully cancel the impact of radio interference. Second, the (ap-

roximately) optimal solution would be practically achieved only

f the combination of the link scheduling function at the wireless

outers with the flow control function at the end points produced

ax-min fair rate allocations for any routing, which is definitely

ot the case with state of the art IP-based routing and congestion

ontrol protocols. 

.3. Link selection algorithm 

The capabilities of real protocols, with specific reference to the

ptimized Link State Protocol (OLSRv2) [9] can be summarized by

he following points. 

• Each node is able to estimate the available link bandwidth.

Modern routing protocols communicate with the wireless de-

vices to obtain the negotiated bit-rate of the last sent packet,

and use this data as a link metric [10] . 

• Each node is able to estimate the number of links that are di-

rectly interfering with the device on the receiving side. In the

simplest case, this is the number of ingoing links to the des-

tination device, which can be communicated by the neighbor

node. There are protocols that use a similar approach to penal-

ize the use of links that share the same channel with more than

one neighbor. 6 

• It is not possible to perform a centralized optimization based

on the instantaneous knowledge of the link occupation. Every

node estimates the available bandwidth per link at steady state

conditions and shares this knowledge with the other nodes.

Routing is performed based on this knowledge, which can be

partially outdated. 

• No multipath routing is supported, so that a flow cannot be

split among equivalent shortest paths. 

https://www.open-mesh.org/projects/batman-adv/wiki/Network-wide-multi-link-optimization
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In light of the general constraints above, we can now formulate

wo link selection strategies that can be implemented in our tool

hen a new node n join request is considered. The first one is a

etwork aware strategy that, with acceptable computational com-

lexity, grants that the CN growth is not hampered by local myopic

trategies. The second one is instead a local, myopic strategy that

e use as a baseline for comparison. 

.3.1. Network aware strategy 

This strategy goal is selecting the link l t ∈ L n , and hence the

eighbor n ′ ∈ V n , that guarantees the maximum minimum band-

idth from any node in the network to the gateway g after the

ode n is added to the CN. Compared to Eq. (1) this strategy

till finds a time-dependent local optimum conditioned on the se-

uence of request arrivals { t j }, but instead of computing the opti-

al global routing and rate allocation, is selects the solution that

ields the best minimum bandwidth given the routing protocol

dopted by the CN. 

As a first step, if L n is not empty, for each link l t ∈ L n a new

opology G t (l t ) = (V t ∪ n, E t ∪ l t ) is considered, and every directed

ink l = (h, k ) , h, k ∈ V t ∪ n of the network is assigned a cost: 

 .metric = 

l .sharing _ factor 

l .max _ bitrate 
(2) 

here l.max _ bitrate is the maximum bit rate achievable by the de-

ice in k where link l terminates, l.shar ing _ factor is the number

f links terminated in k that share the same device with l . The

opology G t ( l t ) annotated with l.metric is a weighted graph where

ijkstra algorithm can be used to compute minimum cost paths

ath ( h, g ) from each node h toward the gateway g . 

Second, knowing all the minimum-cost paths, we can compute

he number of paths directed to g that are active on every link l :

.paths _ shar ing _ factor . The bandwidth that is available for a path

n each link l is equal to the ratio of the nominal link capacity,
1 

l.metric 
( Eq. (2) ), divided by the number of active paths toward g

n the link l.paths _ sharing _ factor, assuming equal sharing of the

ink capacity between all path ( h, g ) insisting on l . Hence, the mini-

um available bandwidth for each node h corresponds to the min-

mum bandwidth available over all links in path ( h, g ): 

inBW (h ) = min 

l∈ path (h,g) 

[ 
1 

l .metric · l .paths _ sharing _ factor 

] 
(3) 

Third, we need to select the link l t ∈ L n that maximized

inBW ( h ) over all nodes and all possible G t (l t ) = (V t ∪ n, E t ∪ l t ) :

 n = argmax 
l t ∈L n 

[
min 

h ∈ V t ∪ n 
( minBW (h ) ) 

]
(4) 

he complexity of this search is polynomial as it requires to enu-

erate all the minimum weight paths computed using Dijkstra on

very edge in the networks, which is acceptable both for “what if”

nalysis before starting a CN, and for run time (of the CN develop-

ent) addition of single requests. 

.3.2. Local strategy 

This strategy simply selects the link l t ∈ L n , and hence the

eighbor n ′ ∈ V n , that maximizes the local bandwidth between n

nd n ′ . Formally: 

 n = argmax 
l t ∈L n 

(
1 . 0 

l.metric 

)
(5) 

nd, in case of tie the solution that requires a lower cost C n,l . 
.4. Terminating the CN growth process 

The implementation of the stop criterion is straightforward. Af-

er a new node is added, we check whether the fraction of nodes

ith minBW ( n ) below the threshold R thr is higher than a target

ercentile . If this is the case, the CN growth process is terminated.

q. (3) is a worst-case, peak allocation criterion with multiplexing

actor equal to 1, and not a contractual SLA (Service Level Agree-

ent); thus building a network where it is satisfied for, say 80–

0% of the nodes is actually very safe and ensures that the perfor-

ance of the network is satisfactory for any user in any operation

onditions with high probability. 

. A CN planning tool 

So fare we have described what a tool to help in the develop-

ent and deployment of CNs may work, but we need to describe

he tool and understand how link selection strategies can be inte-

rated in this tool. As we mentioned, the tool can be used to assist

n the deployment of CNs, simply using it with the real flow of

oin requests, or can be used as an emulator trying to understand

f a CN is feasible given an area of potential interest. Clearly, CNs

ay take months or years to grow, so that its first use is difficult.

n this work, we describe and use it as an CN growth emulator, or

imply a generator . 

The output of an emulation run is a topology G T = (V T , E T ) ,

here the pedix T indicates that the possible growth of the CN

ast “Terminated.” The topologies produced are annotated with

stimates of the available bandwidth in each link and the total

mount of money invested in the CN deployment. Different met-

ics can then be used to assess critical features of those topolo-

ies, such as the expected throughput they provide to end users

nd their resilience to failures, or simply the dimension the CN has

eached before the stopping condition in Section 3.4 was met. 

The generator implements a greedy approach (meaning that

ach join request is considered in order and isolation from the

thers). Its execution and temporal evolution is described by

lgorithm 1 (commented later) and consists of four main compo-

ents. 

1. A stochastic engine that implements the sequence of requests

{ t j } based on some criteria that depends on the area selected

for the installment of the CN; 

2. A database of open data. This database includes building shapes

and altitude, and it is used to implement the getLoS function

in Algorithm 1 . 

3. Different link selection strategies (the getBestNeighbor 
routine in Algorithm 1 ) and CN growth stopping criteria (the

checkStopCondition routine in Algorithm 1 ). The two link

selection strategies defined in Section 3.3 and the growth stop-

ping criterion defined in Section 3.4 are currently implemented

in our tool. 

4. Simple metrics that are used to assess a-posteriori the CN topo-

logical properties. 

Each component is easily extensible to support other strategies,

nd contains several parameters that can be tuned to reproduce a

ide range of real world conditions. 

.1. The stochastic engine 

The driver of our tool when used as a feasibility analyzer is fun-

amentally an event generator that select the sequence { n, t n } and

rives the temporal evolution described in Algorithm 1 , similarly

o any event-driven simulator. If the tool is instead used as a plan-

ing tool, the driver is a real trace of requests { n, t n } leading to a

race-driven simulation. 
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Algorithm 1 Greedy approach to CN topology control. 

Input: The gateway node g, bandwidth threshold R thr , tolerable 

fraction of nodes below threshold p, 

Output: A feasible network topology G T = (V T , E T ) and the total 

cost C for its deployment 

1: C = 0 , V t = { g} , E t = {} , V c = {} 
2: cont = 0 

3: while cont ≤ p × | V t | do 

4: n = getNewRequest( V c ) 

5: if n == NULL then 

6: break 

7: end if 

8: V n = getLoS( V t , n ) 

9: if V n is empty then 

10: V c . append( n ) // populate the candidate list 

11: else 

12: n ′ = getBestNeighbor( n, V n , V t , E t ) 

13: l = newLink( n, n ′ , G t ) 

14: C = C + cost( l, V t , E t ) 

15: V t = V t ∪ n 

16: E t = E t ∪ l

17: cont, _ = checkStopCondition( V t , E t ) 

18: end if 

19: end while 

20: return G T (V t , E t ) , C

21: 

22: Function getNewRequest() // return a new node that re- 

quests to join the CN or NULL if there are no more nodes. Can 

re-use nodes in V c if the network has grown since last addition 

to V c . 

23: Function getLoS ( V t , n ) // returns the set of nodes in V t that 

are in LoS with n 

24: Function cost( l, V t , E t ) // cost for the addition of link l 

25: Function checkStopCondition ( G ) //See Algorithm 4 

26: Function getBestNeighbor ( G ) //See Algorithms 2 and 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The altitude profile between two random buildings in the city of Florence, 

and the computed line of sight and Fresnel zone. 
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7 The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission: https://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm/ is a 

public repository of terrain elevation profiles, but its precision does not allow to 

estimate building heights (roughly one point every 900 m 

2 ). 
As in any event driven execution Algorithm 1 is fundamen-

tally an infinite loop until an ending condition is met (line 3). The

stochastic part of it is getNewRequest() at line 4, that selects

a new potential node to join the CN. What we have implemented

so far is a simple random selection among all the buildings not yet

connected, complemented with the browsing of all the nodes that

have requested to join, but were not in LoS with any node already

present in the CN and have been memorized in the V wait set. These

simple driver can be extended to include demographics of the area,

starting from the number of families in a building, down to census

data (education, income,...) that may affect the inclination toward

joining a CN. 

4.2. The open data database 

The CN topology generator collects data from three sources and

organize them into a database for efficient use during the execu-

tion. We remark that all data we collect are Open Data, thus the

tool can be freely used by anyone. 

1. Street maps including building shapes, extracted from Open-

StreetMap (OSM) and other public open data repositories.

Whereas OSM is generally very precise in urban areas, open

data sets from public administrations tend to be more precise,

though less up-to-date, in rural areas. In some cases (e.g., in

France) the public open data sets have already been imported

in OSM. 

2. Building altitude profiles obtained from LIDAR (Light Detection

and Ranging) traces. Several public bodies have published open
data from LIDAR survey campaigns, with various level of preci-

sion. 7 Public administrations in several countries publish much

more precise data sets; the one we use reaches a precision of

one point per squared meter. 

3. Technical specifications of real 5G-ready (802.11ac) devices

from the Ubiquiti equipment manufacturer. For each device, the

database stores the maximum transmission power, the antenna

gain and aperture, the sensitivity for each supported Modu-

lation and Coding Scheme (MCS), and an average price, ex-

tracted from official stores (dated Sept. 2018). Table 1 reports

the features of the devices we have used in the simulations in

Section 5 . 

All sources of data can be extended. The technical specifications

n particular can be extended to any vendor and any device de-

ending on the commercial choices of the CN. For the purpose of

his work we obviously don’t have a commercial strategy are in-

erested to explore the final cost of deployment in relative terms

nd not absolute ones, so devices from a single vendor are a good

nough choice. 

With these data we can verify if, placing devices on the roofs of

ny two buildings (each network node corresponds to a building),

e can expect to achieve line of sight (LoS) between them. If this

s the case, we compute the theoretical path loss with an attenu-

tion exponent set to two, and then we refine it through a single

nife edge approximation model, which takes into account the oc-

upation of the Fresnel zone [11] . Fig. 2 shows the result of the

rocess of computation of the line of sight between two buildings

n the city of Florence. The two antennas are placed 4 m above the

uilding roof, the red line is the LoS (which is available, in the case

f these two buildings), the orange line is the computed Fresenel

one, and the green line contains 60% of the area of the Fresnel

one. Using the mentioned single knife edge approximation we are

ble to estimate a realistic value for the path loss on this potential

ink. 

We assume each device is configured in ad-hoc mode (or equiv-

lent) and we apply the European regulatory limits that set an up-

er bound of 30 dBm to the emitted power in the unlicensed band

round 5 GHz. Using the antenna gain and the sensitivity values

https://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm/
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Table 1 

The technical specifications of the Ubiquiti 5G-ready devices included in the simulator, limited to the highest 

Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS9). 

Name Avg. price Beamwidth angle Sensitivity Max TX power Antenna gain Max distance 

(EUR) (H,V degrees o ) (dBm) (dBm) (dB) (km) 

ISO90 € 200 90,30 −65 21 14 1.34 

ISO45 € 112 45,45 −65 21 14 1.34 

LB € 73 20,10 −65 21 23 3.79 

NB € 100 30,30 −65 20 19 2.39 

NS € 134 60,20 −65 21 16 1.69 

NSL € 49 50,40 −65 21 13 1.20 

PB3 € 110 20,10 −65 21 22 3.38 

PB4 € 129 20,10 −65 21 25 4.77 

PB5 € 185 20,10 −65 18 27 6.00 
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Algorithm 2 getBestNeighbor : local strategy. 

Input: new node n , set of feasible neighbors V n for n , set of present 

nodes V t , set of edges E t (ignore other parameters) 

Output: Neighbor that maximizes the bandwidth of the new link 

1: bestNeigh = NULL , linkBw = 0, linkCost = inf 

2: for n ′ in V p do 

3: l = newLink( n, n ′ ) 
4: c = cost( l, V t , E t ) 

5: if l.bandwidth > linkBw OR 

( l .bandwidth == l inkBw AND l inkCost < c) then 

6: linkBw = l. bandwidth 

7: linkCost = c

8: bestNeigh = n ′ 
9: end if 

10: end for 

11: return( bestNeigh ) 
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eported in the device data sheet, we estimate the MCS and thus

he negotiated bandwidth of the link. 

A typical problem in mesh networks is how to assign channels

o links in order to avoid interference with neighboring nodes. The

roblem can be described as a variant of a graph coloring problem

nd it is NP-hard in the generic case [12] , however, with the use

f directional antenna this problem remains marginal. 

.3. Link selection and growth stop 

Each node in the CN topology is mounted on a building; the

rst node of the network is the gateway node as evident in line

 of Algorithm 1 . This node is chosen with care in order to avoid

athological conditions, as it happens in real cases. We typically

hoose a building that has reasonable connectivity such as the

ity/Town Hall, a hospital, or a university and we assume the avail-

bility of a 10m trellis structure that can be used to mount up to

ight wireless devices. 

The two link selection strategies defined in Sections 3.3.1 and

.3.2 are implemented as described in the next two subsections.

ote that, with either strategy, if every time we add a node we

onnect it to one single neighbor, the CN would become a tree.

nstead, when we add a device to a node we always check if the

ew device can generate a connection with any node other than

he intended one (on the same channel). After identifying the best

eighbor n ′ , we estimate the cone periphery from the devices’

atasheets extracting the angle at which the device exhibits 3dB

oss and considering that as the real antenna aperture, next we

heck how many links can be generated with other existing nodes

hrough the same device, and we allow a maximum of three out-

oing links per device in order to limit the number of links that

hare a given device. Yet this limit is only lousily enforced, if n

eeds to connect to an existing device of n ′ that saturated the

umber of outgoing links, we allow to increase this number to let

he new node enter the network. 

.3.1. Local strategy 

The strategy is described formally in Algorithm 2 . For each node

 

′ in the set of nodes V p within LoS of n , the algorithm first com-

utes the expected path loss and finds the two devices that need

o be added to n and n ′ to obtain the maximum possible nego-

iated bit rate. It then picks the node n ′ ∈ V p that guarantees the

ighest bit rate. In case n ′ already has a device pointing towards n ,

 new device is added only to n and is tuned on the same channel.

therwise, a new device is also added to n ′ operating on a chan-

el that is not already used by any device on n ′ . The local strategy,

s its name suggests, tries to maximize the bandwidth available to

he new node on the last hop. 

This is a selfish strategy that does not take into account the im-

act of the new node addition on the rest of the CN, but it is often

sed since uses only local information and does not require any
omputation. It tends to be the de facto approach to CN expansion,

hus we use it as baseline. 

.3.2. Network aware strategy 

The strategy is described formally in Algorithm 3 . The network-

ware strategy does not necessarily add the fastest new link. It

ather evaluates all the candidate neighbor nodes as to how a link

o them impacts the performance of the whole network (through

he checkStopCondition at line 6 in Algorithm 3 that returns

 min ) and then selecting n ′ maximizing this value (lines 11–15).

he fastest link is used as a fallback node selection criterion only

f there is a tie. 

.3.3. Topology growth stop criterion 

Irrespective of how the neighbors of a new CN node are cho-

en, at some point the total demand will exceed the aggregate net-

ork capacity, and the network should stop accepting new nodes.

he stopping criterion in our CN topology generator is described

n Section 3.4 , i.e., when the minimum available bandwidth es-

imated with Eq. (3) falls below R thr for a certain percentage of

odes; Algorithm 4 formally describes its implementation. The ab-

olute number of such nodes is computed in lines 22-14 and re-

urned to the main loop in Algorithm 1 . We assume that the band-

idth toward the Internet can be upgraded indefinitely, so that it

ever represent a bottleneck. This is clearly unrealistic, but let us

stimate the intrinsic properties of the CN and not limitations due

o commercial factors or policy decisions. 

The network stops growing also in four more cases: (i) there

re no more node requests to join the CN; (ii) none of the non-

onnected nodes have line of sight with any CN node; (iii) non-

onnected nodes have line of sight with some CN node that al-

eady uses the maximum allowed number of devices, without any
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Algorithm 3 getBestNeighbor: network aware. 

Input: new node n , set of feasible neighbors V n for n , set of present 

nodes V t , set of edges E t , R thr , p, g 

Output: Neighbor that minimizes the network-wide performance 

drop due to the new node bandwidth requirements 

1: R = [] 

2: for n ′ in V p do 

3: l = newLink (n, n ′ ) 
4: V ′ t = V t ∪ n 

5: E ′ t = E t ∪ l

6: _ , R min = checkStopCondition( V ′ t , E 
′ 
t , R thr , p, g) 

7: R[ n ′ ] = R min 

8: end for 

9: bestNeigh = NULL 

10: bestR = 0 

11: for n ′ in R do 

12: if bestR < R [ n ′ ] then 

13: bestNeigh = n ′ , bestR = R [ n ′ ] 
14: end if 

15: end for 

16: return(bestNeigh) 

17: 

18: Function newLink( n , n ′ ) 
19: return a structure that contains the information of a new link 

(loss and bandwidth) between n and n ′ . 

Algorithm 4 checkStopCondition. 

Input: V, E, R thr , p, g 

Output: Nodes below threshold, lowest guaranteed bandwidth 

1: path_dict = [] 

2: link_bandwidth = [] 

3: for l in E do 

4: l.metric = l.sharing_factor/l.max_bandwidth 

5: l.paths_sharing_factor = 1 

6: end for 

7: for n in V do 

8: path = computeDijkstra( n , g) 

9: path_dict[n] = path 

10: for l in path do 

11: l.paths_sharing_factor += 1 

12: end for 

13: end for 

14: bottleneck = list() 

15: nodes_below_threshold = 0 

16: for l in E do 

17: link_bandwidth[l] = 1.0/(l.metric*l.paths_sharing_factor) 

18: end for 

19: for n in V do 

20: R min = min([link_bandwidth[l] for l in path_dict[ n ]]) 

21: bottleneck.append( R min ) 

22: if R min < R thr then 

23: nodes_below_threshold += 1 

24: end if 

25: end for 

26: return(nodes_below_threshold, min(bottleneck)) 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. An example network realized on the area of Florence, for each link, the tool 

lets navigate its properties as shown in the pop-up. 
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of these devices pointing to the right direction that would let a

new node establish a link to it; (iv) a mix of (ii) and (iii). 

Fig. 3 shows one example network realized using the data from

the city of Florence (Italy), one of the areas we use to run our sim-

ulations, setting R thr large so as to stop the growth with few nodes

and obtain a readable picture. 
.4. Graph metrics 

Once a CN topology is generated, we compute two metrics over

t: 

The network size: The final number nodes with a path to the

gateway by the time the stopping criterion is violated and

no new nodes can be added; 

The average cost of a node: Every time we add a link l from a

new node n to an existing CN node n ′ , the total cost C of

the network is increased by a fixed cost, plus the cost of the

new devices that have to be purchased and installed (one, or

two devices as explained in Section 4.3 ). The average value

is key because it gives an estimation of the economical ef-

ficiency of the strategy, and it is more important than cost

fluctuations from one node to another, considering costs are

normally shared among various participants. 

One might argue that as the CN grows, the overhead of the

outing protocol may be a potential third metric. However, scala-

ility studies for typical mesh routing protocols [13] , such as OLSR,

abel, and BMX, show the negligible CPU (less than 10% load in a

0 € router [14] ) and memory costs even for large mesh networks

ith 50–100 or more nodes. Network overhead is small for dis-

ance vector protocols and it grows roughly linearly with the nub-

er of nodes (less than 200 bit/s for a 25 node network, and still

ess than 0.5-1 kbit/s for a 100 node network for a typical topol-

gy) while Link State protocols (like OLSRv2) generate a higher

verhead. Yet its impact, albeit non negligible, can be controlled

ith proper tuning [15] . Therefore, we do not consider such met-

ics in this work. The two metrics are, hence, sufficient to compare

he impact of strategies and configuration parameters on the scal-

bility of the CN and the required investment to set-up the net-

ork, i.e., its capital expenses (CAPEX). More elaborate metrics can

e used to assess the operating expenses of the network (OPEX).

ome of them are discussed in Section 8 . 
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Table 2 

Number of building, dimension and building density in the 

four selected scenarios. 

Scenario Buildings km 

2 Buildings/km 

2 

Urban (PU) 43853 102 429 

Suburban (RIA) 6663 45 148 

Intermediate (RI) 2052 34 60 

Rural (RDP) 4414 182 24 
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. Design choices, empirical validation and qualitative analysis 

To test and validate our tool we use Open Data from four areas

n the Tuscany region, in Italy. There are three good reasons for this

hoice: first, topological data are available for these areas; second,

ome of the authors are natives of this region easing the access and

nterpretation of data that are often available in the local language;

nd third, the familiarity with the area helps to correctly interpret

he results. 

To facilitate the extension of this analysis to areas outside Italy

ith a consistent methodology, we use the already mentioned ter-

itorial characterization that is standardized by the OECD and di-

ides territory in “Predominantly Urban” (PU), “Intermediate”, and

Predominantly Rural” [16] . The classification is based on the per-

entage of population living in urban / non urban areas, popula-

ion density, percentage of countryside population, and the pres-

nce of large cities, and is intended to facilitate numeric compar-

sons between similar areas across different countries. In Italy, the

ECD categories are further refined to make the classification more

recise. A subset of urban areas, featuring prevalence of flat land,

roximity to a city and advanced economy, is defined as “Rural

ith Intensive Agriculture” (RIA) and is basically a suburban area.

ural areas, on the other hand, are separated into “Rural Interme-

iate” (RI), which include hilly and some mountainous areas far

rom cities, and “Rural with Development Problems” (RDP), which

nclude mostly mountainous areas that are generally far from cities

nd face development problems. Table 2 summarizes the main fea-

ures of the four scenarios we consider, re-labeled urban, suburban,

ntermediate, and rural for the sake of easy reference. 

If not otherwise stated, we apply the stopping criterion formu-

ated in Section 3.4 with R thr = 1 Mbit/s and percentile = 10, i.e., the

etwork stops growing when more than 10% of the nodes can be

ranted less than 1 Mb/s guaranteed bandwidth. We stress that

his is an estimate of the worst-case guaranteed bandwidth a user

cquires if all users are simultaneously active in the network. For

ost of the time, only a subset of users are simultaneously active

n the CN and users will enjoy a much higher connection speed.

SPs generally use a ‘contention ratio’ or multiplexing factor of X:1,

hus advertising speed that can be X times higher than the min-

mum guaranteed bandwidth per node. Typical contention ratios

re in the order of 50:1, as recommended by the British telecom

egulator authority in 2016. 8 Hence, a minimum guaranteed band-

idth of 1 Mb/s can be advertised as a 50 Mb/s connection, which

s comparable to a typical FTTC connection. 

.1. Empirical validation 

Before proceeding with large-scale analysis of potential CN

rowth we gathered data from one CN based in Florence, for which

e were able to collect the positions of the nodes that form a net-

ork with 14 links. Since Florence is part of our dataset we vali-

ated our tool against these links; namely, we verified how many
8 The 2016 recommendation of the British Regulator considers 50:1 a good con- 

ention ratio for a standard broadband profile [17] . 

F

m

f those links our generator considers feasible. The simulator in-

eed verified the feasibility of 11 links and produced 3 false neg-

tives. One reason for this small deviation was that the device-

ounting pole in one of the CN nodes was much taller than the

 m assumed in our simulator. Another cause of deviations is that

eal nodes are manually positioned on the building surface so that

onnectivity is optimized; there is no counterpart of such opti-

ization in our simulator. 

We conclude that our generator can estimate with adequate

recision the macroscopic features of a CN, even if human inter-

ention and careful node positioning may improve the feasibility

f specific connections. 

.2. Qualitative analysis of one run: local strategy 

In this section, we discuss indicative runs and we plot the tool

etrics for a single execution of our generator, in order to get qual-

tative interpretation of the results. In Section 6 we present ag-

regate results over multiple simulation runs. For this purpose we

enerate a CN topology in an intermediate scenario area, using the

ocal link selection strategy. In the selected run, the simulator was

ble to generate a CN made of 227 nodes, before the stop con-

ition was triggered. The final CN graph has 907 (bi-directional)

dges and the average CN node degree is roughly 8. Since the av-

rage number of devices per node is 3.67, we conclude that each

evice connects an average of 2.44 neighbors, or, in other words

here are on average 2.44 links per device. 

Fig. 4 reports the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function

ECDF) of the node’s degree (upper plot) and the minimum guar-

nteed bandwidth for all nodes (lower plot). Roughly 80% of the

odes have fewer than 12 neighbors (four devices with three links

ach), but there are a few outliers with up to 42 neighbors. The

eason for this is that, although we limit the number of outgoing

inks per device to three, we do not limit the number of incoming
ig. 4. Intermediate area, 227 node CN. ECDF of the node’s degree (upper plot); 

inimum guaranteed bandwidth for all the nodes (lower plot). 
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Fig. 5. Intermediate area, 227 node CN. 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles of the guar- 

anteed bandwidth (upper plot) and average cost and number of devices per node 

(lower plot) as a function of the network dimension (no. of nodes). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Local strategy: number of nodes in the network (upper plot), average of the 

variable part of the cost per node (middle plot), and average number of devices per 

node (lower plot); as a function of the minimum bandwidth R thr . 
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links. Since the scenario area is geographically small, some nodes

in the center of the area are connected to many neighbors. Note

that all these links are not necessarily used to route traffic to the

gateway, but they offer redundancy in the case of failures. 

The minimum bandwidth is quantized, as it is given by the

bandwidth of the bottleneck link from any node to the gateway.

The same link is a bottleneck for more than one node, so groups

of nodes end up with the same minimum bandwidth. Note that

there are 88 nodes ( � 39% of the total) with a minimum guaran-

teed bandwidth of 0.98 Mbit/s. This happens because before the

last node was added to the network, one link with an estimated

bandwidth of 87 Mbit/s was used by 87 nodes. When the last node

was added, this pushed the bandwidth of all the 88 nodes using

that link below 1 Mbit/s and terminate the CN growth process. 

The upper plot in Fig. 5 reports the 10th, 50th and 90th per-

centile of the guaranteed bandwidth per node versus the num-

ber of nodes in the network. In line with intuition, as the net-

work grows all percentiles decrease, meaning that the overall avail-

able bandwidth decreases with the number of nodes. The 90th and

50th percentile are very close, as it emerges also from Fig. 4 which

corresponds to the last point of the plot we are considering, in

which the large majority of the nodes (194 over 226) get less than

3 Mbit/s. The lower plot of Fig. 5 reports the trend of the average

cost per node in the network, together with the average number of

devices per node. There is a fixed cost (200 €) per node, increased

by the cost of devices as derived from on-line resellers of Ubiquiti

devices. Prices range from 49 € to 200 €, but the difference in the

performance of the devices emerges only on very long links. For

links below a few kilometers, the mid-range devices perform as

the high-end devices, so high-end devices are rarely used. For this

reason the average cost of the nodes is directly correlated with the

number of devices per node. 
. Quantitative evaluation 

Having set the metrics interpretation and validated the tool

omparing its results with an existing network, we now perform

 quantitative evaluation of the CN growth potential for the four

rea categories (urban, suburban, intermediate, rural) and both link

election strategies. As a free parameter to compare different “re-

uirements” we use R thr ranging from 1 to 5 Mbit/s; the stopping

ondition is 10% of the nodes below R thr . Each point in the plots

orresponds to the average of 10 runs and the error bars represent

he standard deviation. In each run, we fix the gateway node in a

ifferent position and change the initial seed of the random gener-

tor that produces the sequence of requests. 

.1. Local link selection strategy 

Fig. 6 presents the three key metrics for the local link selection

trategy for all four scenarios: the average number of nodes (upper
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Fig. 7. Network aware strategy: number of nodes in the network (upper plot), av- 

erage of the variable part of the cost per node (middle plot), and average number 

of devices per node (lower plot); as a function of the minimum bandwidth R thr . 
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lot), the average of the variable part of the cost per node (middle

lot), and average number of devices per node (lower plot). The

verage size of the network is roughly proportional to 1 
R thr 

, with-

ut significant differences among the four scenarios. Hence, what

rimarily influences the network size is the available bandwidth

oward the gateway, and not the scenario. The average cost per and

he number of devices per node (middle and lower plots), instead,

learly differentiate one scenario from another. Two factors dictate

he number of devices per node: the choice of the neighbor when

 new node is added and the terrain characteristics. We will dis-

uss the former in Section 6.2 , while for the latter, it is intuitive

o note that the building density plays a key role. When a new

evice is added, the antenna creates a cone in which futures node

ould be connected. The higher the building density, the higher the

hances that a new node could be connected to an existing device.

n the other hand, buildings are themselves radio propagation ob-

tacles, which constrain the LoS between two network nodes. 

Apparently, in the urban scenario the density of buildings suf-

ces to reuse many of the existing devices, whereas the worst

rade-off emerges for the suburban area. The middle plot of

ig. 6 shows that the impact of the scenario on the variable part

f the node cost is pretty high (recall that we consider 200 € per

ode as a fixed cost). It would be extremely interesting to explore

ow the efficiency of the mesh network technology varies with the

cenario and what are the design parameters we can modify (num-

er of devices, type of devices, choice of neighbors) to improve it

n each case, but this analysis goes beyond the scope of this con-

ribution and is left for future work. 

.2. Network-aware link selection strategy 

Fig. 7 shows the same metrics for exactly the same areas se-

ected as Fig. 6 , but adopting the network aware link selection

trategy. Compared the two the gain is considerable: the number

f nodes is more than double all the scenarios for almost all guar-

nteed bandwidth values. Another positive effect is the consider-

bly lower average cost per node. The local algorithm myopically

ries to provide the highest capacity to each new link. This often

esults in the addition of new devices on existing CN nodes since a

ew device always performs better than a shared device. However,

he high-capacity links in the fringes of the network do not help

uch to increased the path capacity, whose bottleneck is normally

s some central link towards the gateway. The network-aware al-

orithm, instead, has no specific incentive to add new devices un-

ess this produces a network-wide improvement. Putting side by

ide the middle and lower plots of and Figs. 6 and 7 , show that

oth the average number of devices per node and the node cost

ecrease when the network-aware strategy is used. 

Finally Fig. 8 generalize the data shown in Fig. 4 reporting the

andwidth that each node in every network generated for the in-

ermediate scenario can expect to have at saturation. The other

cenarios display similar behaviors and are not reported for the

ake of brevity. Comparing the upper (local strategy) and lower

network-aware strategy) plots it is evident that this latter not only

llows the CN to grow much larger doubling the number of nodes

ncluded, but also results in a more efficient use of resources, with

he bandwidth at saturation distributed more evenly, which obvi-

usly imply that links and devices are used more efficiently as tes-

ified by the lower cost per node. 

. Related work 

Our work combines elements from two, originally distinct, op-

rations: network planning and topology control. The first one is a

onger-term centralized process that is carried out top-down and

oncerns primarily node placement in static networks. The latter
s carried out over shorter time intervals and is more relevant to

d-hoc networks dynamic networks. It involves the control of the

ransmit power of nodes in order to achieve certain performance

bjectives such as energy savings or resilience to node and link

ailures. Our focus is a combination of the two in bottom-up Com-

unity Networks. 

The authors in [18] propose, analyze and optimize a cone-based

istributed topology-control algorithm for minimizing the transmit

ower of ad-hoc network nodes, while preserving their connectiv-

ty. At the core of the algorithm lies the finding that, when fo-

using the nodes’ transmissions within cone areas, there is some

inimum power that can ensure their connectivity. Li and Hou

n [19] are concerned with routing redundancy as a response to

he increased risk of node failures or departures. Hence, they pro-

ose a fully localized algorithm that enforces k-vertex connectivity

n the constructed topology while minimizing the maximum trans-

ission power used in the network. 
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Fig. 8. Guaranteed bandwidth to all nodes in all runs: intermediate scenario: local 

strategy (upper plot) vs. network-aware strategy (lower plot). 
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More relevant to our work is the thread on wireless mesh

network planning, which has been primarily driven by the need

to deploy wireless mesh networks in rural areas with limited or

no network coverage. In [20] , Chandra et al. consider the place-

ment of Internet gateways (they call them Internet transit access

points (ITAPs)) in a wireless neighborhood mesh network route

traffic from residential nodes equipped with low-cost antennas to

the Internet. They develop ITAP-placement algorithms that per-

form close-to-optimally over a number of scenarios addressing the

neighborhood layout, end user demands, and the propagation en-

vironment. 

A more holistic approach, including the selection of tower

heights and antenna types, and aiming directly at minimizing the

network infrastructure cost, is introduced in [21,22] . Motivated by

projects addressing the digital divide in rural India, the authors for-

mulate the planning problem and then decompose it, exploiting

dependencies between the different design variables and heuris-

tics. The authors seek to optimize the selection of links to establish

such that all nodes are connected and the resulting cost of antenna

tower construction is minimized. Panigrahi et al. [22] proposes a

greedy algorithm that provides an O ( logn )-approximation. 

Last, the wireless mesh network deployment costs are subject

to a budget constraint in [23] , where the objective is set to max-

imize the coverage of the users while ensuring that the network

is resilient to node failures. The authors propose an approxima-

tion algorithm called greedy selection rounding (GSR), which per-

sistently generates topologies with coverage at least 95% of the op-

timal at a cost that does not exceed by more than 15% their budget.

All these works assume a centralized, a-priori planning. In our

case, the network grows bottom-up, in participatory manner, with

users’ locations determining the possible node and link additions.

The CNO team can intervene in local choices to shape them in
ays that facilitate their sustainable scaling, but cannot decide

ho participate in the CN. 

The problem of network deployment optimization has been ad-

ressed in other areas such as Wireless Sensor Networks [24] since

ensor nodes can be relocated, or relay deployment and optimiza-

ion in cellular networks [25,26] , but the goals and constraints in

hese problems make them difficult to compare with the topic we

ddress. 

There is a rich scientific literature dealing with graph gener-

tors, since every research field that deals with graphs needs to

esign and test algorithms on realistic topologies. A good recent

ummary is the book from Newman [27] . 

Graph generators, however, produce graphs with some specific

eature, while our problem is generating graphs with features that

merge from the local constraints of the networks deployment.

patial networks are used to represent graphs in which nodes have

eographic coordinates [28] . They enable a more realistic analysis

f the trade-offs between distance and performance [29] , but still

hey can not capture the specific features of communication net-

ork. 

Finally, on the topology generators’ front, a few attempts ex-

st in the literature to build WMN planning software tools starting

rom the observation of real world mesh networks. Among them

erdá-Alabern studied the topological features of the Guifi.net net-

ork [30] and derived a corresponding generator function, while

ilic and Malek studied two networks of the Freifunk community

nd produced a geometric model that seems to be the most ac-

urate model for mesh networks topology generation [31] . These

odels capture the macroscopic features of a network (like the de-

ree distribution), but lack details to characterize their behavior in

he real world, and do not offer a planning tool. 

Other related fields are topology and economic analysis. Some

esearchers collected and analyzed annotated topologies coming

rom existing networks. The data coming from the Guifi, ninux,

nd FunkFeuer networks have been analyzed in the literature [3,4] .

he economic aspects of a mesh network, and its sustainabil-

ty as a competitive communication infrastructure are analyzed in

2,32,33] and offer interesting expansion directions for the analysis

ool we presented. 

. Conclusions and directions for further work 

Planning a bottom-up initiative like a Community Network is an

xymoron, yet even grassroots enterprises need a road map and a

it of design. With this paper we have proposed a tool that can be

sed to model and control the growth of CNs based on the local

eographic constraints and additional economic parameters. 

This work presents two key contributions. For the first time, the

ay Community Networks grow has been modeled as an (implicit)

tochastic graph evolution with realistic constraints [34] , also rec-

gnizing that the network evolution is first-order Markovian, i.e.,

he current topology and the new node that wants to join the net-

orks are sufficient to describe its future evolution. Based on this

onceptual model, we have been able to build a tool that simulates

he evolution of a Community Network given the topography and

he building database of the area, where the network is deployed.

oreover, we have modeled the standard way CNs evolve recog-

izing that this a local, egoistic and a bit myopic strategy that may

amper the future growth of the network. We have also proposed

 network-aware strategy with acceptable computational complex-

ty that is based on the global network benefit instead of local de-

isions. 

Running the tool on urban, sub-urban and rural areas in Tus-

any, Italy, where we know there is interest for founding CNs, we

ave shed light to the reasons these networks may fail, i.e., we

ere able to show that the network-aware strategy allows achiev-
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ng networks that include more than twice the nodes of the local,

yopic strategy with a cost per node significantly lower. 

The tool we have presented, that is available open source, can

e extended in several ways both as a planning tool and as a fea-

ibility analysis tool. 

The choice of next building to connect to the CN could be based

n the distribution of population in the area under question, as

his can be extracted from census data. European and US census

ampaigns report the number of citizens at granularities down to

he city block in urban areas. Using open data we could then dis-

ribute people among the buildings in each block based on the

uildings 3D volumes. Census data also hold information about the

ge, sex and education of people living in the block, and this data

s correlated with the demand for connectivity. 

The behavior of more routing protocols in our model, beyond

he simplified version of OLSR we have considered in this work,

an be included in the tool, specifically for planning. Distance-

ector protocols such as Batman or BMX use Bellman–Ford to com-

ute the shortest path and use different link and path metrics,

nd it would be interesting to compare the performance of dif-

erent metrics and different protocols. In the long run, we plan to

upport also different communication standards, such as the mm

avelength communications, which are an integral part of 5G and

eed line-of-sight to communicate. Since wireless backhaul is an

pen challenge in 5G communications, and network reconfigura-

ion is a hot topic, we believe that providing topologies that come

rom realistic constraints would be extremely useful for the scien-

ific community. 
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